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Laura Roberson (JEM, 2009) fell in love with “Men’s Health” five years ago, when she worked as an intern at West Town Mall’s GNC. Now, she’s an associate editor and has interviewed “everyone from Kendra Wilkinson to a scientist who studies chicken bones—seriously.”

Roberson says working in a male-dominated office since leaving Tennessee changed her—but only for the better. “It has actually improved my dating life!” she says. “I’ve learned so much about how men work: what motivates them, unnerves them, makes them feel appreciated. It’s also made me a more proficient communicator—as I’ve come to understand men more, I’ve learned how to communicate with them more effectively.”

“Men’s Health” is the number one men’s magazine on newsstands, with nearly twice the sales of “Maxim.” Its “Eat This, Not That!” book series has sold millions of copies, and part of Roberson’s job is to manage social media for the wildly successful weight-loss guide. The magazine’s digital edition has a staff of 13 men and eight women.

As a minority in the office, Roberson makes sure her male co-workers understand how members of the opposite sex perceive their behavior. “As a female in a male-dominated office, I’m often able to point out things about our readers that the male editors may not realize. Who better to give men advice about women than women?” Who, indeed.

Roberson’s healthy attitude

You won’t catch this Men’s Health editor with Twinkie wrappers on her desk.

Written by Jessica Campbell
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Submission and a Washington State University-Vancouver student provide the framework for the blush-worthy best seller “Fifty Shades of Grey.” Written by E.L. James, a mother of two, the first book was so popular James penned a trilogy. The novels have sold more than 25 million copies since being released by Vintage in April.

What’s more, the books ignited a national craze for what some may call soft porn, the flames of which can be felt even here on the University of Tennessee’s campus. If you’re a female student, chances are you’ve read them or you know someone who has (and there’s a high probability that someone is your mother).

So what’s the fuss? Morgan Neal (PR, 2012) says the characters in the book create a story that is impossible to put down. “I read all three books in three days,” she says. “It was less about the sex for me and more about the characters. They are so well-written.”

While Neal’s “well-written” characterization might be up for debate (the trilogy has received notoriously poor reviews), there is no doubt that the tales, centered on a submissive/dominant relationship between a college-aged woman and a handsome billionaire, have millions of readers locked under their spell.

Sable Massingill (PR, 2013) read the first novel and has the second waiting on her iPad. At first, Massingill was sure she would have to finish all three.

“It’s so appealing to college girls because it’s the first of its kind in our generation,” she says. “It’s different than, say, the ‘Twilight’ series in that girls think ‘this could happen to me,’” she says. “It’s still fantasy, but more realistic.”

Neal thinks the story appeals to college women because its taboos remain safely within the confines of its pages. “For the more modest females, it feels almost like a rebellion. It’s a safe way, especially if you have a Kindle, to have a little danger or naughtiness in your life, without having to actually do anything wrong.”

However, some women dislike the use of a submissive female lead. Kirby Reilly (PR, 2013) takes issue with the relationship between main characters Anastasia Steele and Christian Grey. “My mom was reading it, everyone was reading it, and all I heard was that this girl was being dominated by a man,” she says. “I’m no hardcore feminist, but I don’t agree that a woman should be a man’s submissive, in fantasy or reality.”

The “Fifty Shades” phenomenon scored a movie deal from Universal in March 2012, and talk surrounding it continues to grow. But Reilly has some advice for Anastasia. “To the main girl character in that book: grow a pair.”

Grey day on campus

Who knew that a little novel about kinky sex by a no-name author could sell millions of copies?

Written by Jessica Campbell
About to Snap? Problem Solved.

Does your legal matter have you wrapped tighter than a rubber band ball? Legal issues are complex and facing the unknown is scary. We understand how to peel away the layers and help you deal with the situation in a thoughtful, intelligent manner. We make big problems simple and complicated issues easy.

We Deliver Results.
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Picture this: 100,000 people surround you, gently jostling each other to lay claim to a foot of space to call their own for a few hours. The music begins and the crowd roars, and your neighbors start dancing, singing and above all, smiling. For hours, the sun beats down on your back, and then it’s gone, replaced by the night breeze. Eventually, the music stops for the night, and you, now chilly and dead tired, must sleep to prepare for the next day’s music festival experience.

From Coachella Valley Music and Arts Annual Festival on the West Coast to Ultra Music Festival in Miami, music festivals across North America attract spectators who travel hundreds, even thousands of miles to fields, parks, canyons or beaches to hear their favorite musicians and artists.

Jeremy Mattingly (PR, 2014) has attended festivals including Bonnaroo, Wakarusa and Camp Reggae. “Although music is definitely an important aspect of festivals, the real treasure is the opportunity to revel in our individuality and intrinsic liberty,” says Mattingly.

With any festival, preparation is key. Mattingly gives us a glimpse into his festival fanny pack and lets us know the absolute necessities to bring to the largest parties in the world.

Water: “Since most festivals occur during the summer, an adequate water supply is very important! Just like a ballgame, they will charge you 5 dollars for a bottle. And, believe it or not, depending on the temperature and what you are participating in, water is preferred over beer.”

Packing tips from a summer music show pro

**SIGNATURE ITEMS**
“One way that you could participate would be to bring something that is an outward expression of yourself! Check out the Burning Man Principles.” Mattingly walks around at festivals with his own signature bamboo staff.

**SUNSCREEN**
“Unless you are blessed with ample melanin, you will most certainly be miserable without sunscreen.”

**HEADLAMP**
“Sleep can be scarce during festivals, so you will probably be doing a lot of things at night. Around camp, a headlamp is a convenient way to find what you want, when you want it.”

**BABY WIPES**
“In lieu of a readily available shower, baby wipes can take some of the grime away, and give an illusory ‘just clean’ feeling.”
Fortunately, a parent's influence might wield more permanent weight, and Nelius' father was in tune with that familial role. "My dad exposed me to all different genres of music growing up," says Nelius. "He would always have a different album playing which allowed me to figure out for myself what I truly enjoyed the most."

As she began to form her musical tastes, Nelius looked at colleges where she could develop her passion for singing. She believed Sewanee and Belmont were her best options, until she took a tour of her father's alma mater, the University of Tennessee. "The campus tour pretty much sealed the deal," says Nelius.

In addition to her freshman year studies, Nelius enthusiastically joined both the rowing team and UT Singers. But after 14 rowing team races and ten UT Singers performances during the fall semester, Nelius says she needed to re-prioritize her daily life to achieve balance. "I would always have to miss something and no one was ever completely satisfied with what I was doing," says Nelius.

During her sophomore year, Nelius chose to cease participating with the rowing team and put her sole focus on UT Singers and her schoolwork.

"In high school I was in almost every club, played three sports, and was in show choir. College is so different and you will have time conflicts," says Nelius. "So make sure to communicate with people, and, if you don't enjoy something or the bad outweighs the good, then don't do it. I try to go by the 'Life Is Good' motto: do what you like, like what you do."

Wendel Werner, director of UT Singers, says he was impressed with Nelius' decision making maturity. "I really thought she'd go the other way, but she was determined to prove that singing was more important to her."

Nelius' actions complement her explanation for deciding to pursue a public relations career. She thrives on finding solutions for tough situations. "I chose PR because I love helping people with their problems and talking things out. I am also very good at negotiating and coming to a positive consensus," says Nelius.
If technology is the backbone of today’s communications, then College of Communication and Information Director of Technology John McNair is our college’s vertebrae. McNair and IT administrator Anne Hensley work with all four schools’ faculty and staff to make sure the day-to-day technical operations within the Communications Building run smoothly. Their responsibilities include keeping all teaching and research labs, desktop and laptop computers, audiovisual and web services up to date. In addition, McNair must keep in close communication with the University of Tennessee’s Office of Information Technology to guarantee CCI is making the best use of available resources.

While McNair’s corner office is tucked inside the Scripps Lab, he is most often found elsewhere in the building, moving from one problem to the next, finding solutions. McNair says he begins the workday at 8 a.m. when he opens the Scripps Convergence Lab, but then his adventure begins.

Here is his day-in-the-life:

8:30 a.m. “This past weekend, I drove students to a Drupal Camp in Atlanta, so this morning I have to return the van to motor pool,” McNair says. Drupal is the open source content management system used by CCI. McNair makes sure to pick up some caffeine on his hike back to the office.

8:45 a.m. Because the power went out the weekend before, McNair now checks projector settings in seven CCI classrooms. He also restarts the lecterns and makes sure the server room is up and running.

9:00 a.m. “I sometimes lead tours, and today I take a group of visiting alums to see the CCI labs and classrooms,” McNair says. He tour-guides for 45 minutes, before helping set up a presentation in the auditorium.

10-11 a.m. McNair works with Cindy Lancaster, technology coordinator for the School of Information Sciences, to test some of the new Drupal features, then downloads utilities on the development server and checks log files.

1:15 p.m. After McNair takes a quick lunch break and glances through his email, a professor drops in with 200 images. “They were scanned as TIFF, but should be a single PDF, with OCR if possible, so I suggest rescanning with different settings instead of trying to translate them,” he says. OCR, or optical character recognition, would make the files digitally searchable.

1:25 p.m. The classroom power problems continue, so McNair heads to room 314 to reset equipment. Later in the day, he monitors the room to make sure presentations go smoothly.

2:15 p.m. The Scripps Lab requires the same upkeep as many areas populated with young students: McNair has to clean graffiti off of the tables. “This is college,” he jokes. “Who writes on tables in a nice clean lab?”

2:45 p.m. “It’s always nice when something works the first time,” McNair says. He formatted a USB thumb drive with a CCI video and started it up on the lobby monitor with no problems. The video is for CCI’s homecoming open house presentations.

3:15-4:45 p.m. McNair reads about web-connected TV sets, then heads to the advising office, where staff are having problems accessing the server. He fixes it then takes off for the last of his daily routine.

5:15 p.m. “I check with the Scripps Lab work study student and head out,” he says. Every day before leaving, he syncs bookmarks for evening reading on his iPad and Samsung TV software. The long day at CCI may be over, but being a techie never ends.
When it comes to enduring buzzwords describing today’s media business, “convergence,” the unification of print, online, broadcast and visual media, remains at the top of the list.

The University of Tennessee’s College of Communication and Information now offers another venue for students to practice this platform intersection, the JEM Converged Newsroom on the second floor of the Communications Building. “It’s a place that we haven’t had before where students can go and work specifically on things that are course related or curriculum related in a space that has the feel of a newsroom,” says Edward J. Meeman Distinguished Professor Jim Stovall.

As its name implies, this new workspace emphasizes collaboration. “What we hope is that while students are in there doing their web stuff or doing audio or video stuff, there will be a mix or a cross-pollination of ideas, if you will, because they are in the same location,” says Stovall.

The Converged Newsroom also offers student media groups that were previously without a centralized work place a more permanent address. “We’ve never had a home before,” says Jennifer Brake (JEM, 2014), editor-in-chief of JEM’s news website, The Tennessee Journalist (TNJN). “For the past few semesters Dr. Stovall has managed to book a decent room for us, but it felt more like a classroom than a newsroom. We don’t want writers to think we’re lecturing them. We want a space where writers are free to pitch their own story ideas and ask questions, like in a real-world news meeting.”

With its 20 individual workstations, four wall-mounted flat-screen televisions and interactive layout, the Converged Newsroom is an invaluable workspace for students pursuing a career shaped by enduring values and changing technology. “Finally, TNJN will have a place, Scoop will have a place, the video production folks will have a place,” says Stovall. “Just having that spot, having somewhere we can tell students, ‘OK in the afternoon, when you’re working on a breaking story, the Converged Newsroom is the place to do it, and that’s where your editor is going to be.’ We’ve never had that before.”

**JUST THE FACTS:***

**THE JEM CONVERGED NEWSROOM**

UTK address: 246B Communications Building

Previous occupant: WUOT 91.9 F.M.

Access: Approved faculty I.D. cards

For more information: 865-974-5155

---

**Above**, the lab’s tech splendor. **Below**, JEM 499 students create their final class projects, an iBook.
When Apple eliminated Google Maps from its iOS 6 operating system in mid-September only to replace it with an error-ridden Maps application, iPhone users were not happy campers (and bless your heart if you were actually in the wilderness relying on your phone).

Maps’ search function did not have the reach of Google Maps and was unable to find certain locations. Landmarks were a few streets off, and the visuals were warped. The app was a certifiable flop.

Prompted by user frustration numbering in the tens of millions, Apple CEO Tim Cook publicly apologized and promised further app development. Scott Forstall, head of iOS software, and mapping manager Richard Williamson got the boot weeks later.

But with more people depending on apps for travel support, the uproar was little surprise. Tom Meyers, editor and creator of budget travel website Eurocheapo.com, says he noticed the app-etite several years ago when his friends adopted Yelp on their smartphones. “It was changing the way that we were picking bars to head to after work and dinner spots to try together,” says Meyers.

Today, travel apps have both changed happy hour destinations and transformed global tourism. An array of apps makes it easy (or at least easier) to get from point A to point B: bookings and reservations, flight tracking, maps and directions, currency conversion, translation and photography—the list goes on.

Kristin Luna (JEM, 2005), a travel writer and the former media and public relations coordinator for Semester at Sea, relies heavily on photography apps to document her trips. “It was changing the way that we were picking bars to head to after work and dinner spots to try together,” says Meyers.

Today, travel apps have both changed happy hour destinations and transformed global tourism. An array of apps makes it easy (or at least easier) to get from point A to point B: bookings and reservations, flight tracking, maps and directions, currency conversion, translation and photography—the list goes on.

Kristin Luna (JEM, 2005), a travel writer and the former media and public relations coordinator for Semester at Sea, relies heavily on photography apps to document her trips. “It was changing the way that we were picking bars to head to after work and dinner spots to try together,” says Meyers.

Still, even free apps may come with a price. Meyers warns travelers to be mindful of roaming charges when operating on free Wi-Fi connections. However, phone carriers offer packages with global data allowances for short-term travel (AT&T charges $30/mo. for 120 MB; Verizon charges $25/mo. for 100 MB). These services tack on an additional charges to the regular plan, and finding an Internet hotspot, let alone your hotel or gate number, becomes a non-issue.

If all else fails, Meyers says to throw in backup ammunition whether it’s a guidebook, dictionary or hardcopy of a hotel reservation. Last summer, when he was traveling in Germany, Sweden and Spain with a group of writers, Meyers found that he possessed the only guidebook in the bunch.

“There were several instances where I was reading things to the group because we found ourselves in a situation without a connection and no idea what we were looking at,” says Meyers.

If all else fails, Meyers says to throw in backup ammunition whether it’s a guidebook, dictionary or hardcopy of a hotel reservation. Last summer, when he was traveling in Germany, Sweden and Spain with a group of writers, Meyers found that he possessed the only guidebook in the bunch.

““There were several instances where I was reading things to the group because we found ourselves in a situation without a connection and no idea what we were looking at,” says Meyers.

The mobile, global traveler
Why carry more stuff when you can have the whole world (of travel information) right in the palm of your hand?

Written by Kate Brimer

OUR TRAVEL APP PICKS

MAPS: OffMaps 2 ($0.99 for 3 maps; $5.99 unlimited): Avoid roaming data charges by downloading a map directly to your device. OffMaps 2 allows you to navigate offline and abroad, providing directions, restaurant recommendations and ATM locations. Wikipedia entries link to locations on the map, turning your phone into the ultimate guidebook.

CURRENCY: XE Currency (Free): Converts every world currency with live currency rates. Your phone stores the most updated rates, allowing you to access the information offline (or when without Internet access).

ITINERARY: TripIt (Free; TripIt Pro $48.99): Forward electronic reservation confirmations to TripIt to create custom itineraries. TripIt recognizes reservations for over 3,000 booking sites (hotels, flights, cruises, concerts, etc.) and organizes information all in one place. It also syncs with your calendar.

FLIGHT: FlightTrack Pro ($9.99): Receive real-time departure information, delays/cancellations and gate numbers for over 16,000 airports worldwide. Find alternate flights immediately or share flight status by email, Facebook or Twitter. Sync itineraries with TripIt and your phone’s calendar.
Lauren Kittrell (JEM, 2013) knows how to curate media to fit her needs. Want evidence? Just look at her hand — it’s the crown jewel of her digital footprint.

“We live in an age where, thanks to social media, everyone is a reporter,” says Kittrell. “My job as a journalist is to (sift through) that information and use it to inform the rest of my followers, friends, and audience.”

As a freelancer for the Knoxville News Sentinel, the sports editor for The Daily Beacon, former WBIR Channel 10 intern and full-time student, Kittrell is adept at filtering information. Her experience is evident in her methods. She regularly use the largest social media networks in America. Twitter is for professional. Facebook is for friends. Pinterest is for recipes.

“As a journalist, I prefer Twitter,” says Kittrell. “Here I can have all of the most important information from the most important people in my life, both personal and business-related. More importantly, it’s condensed so that only the best information is shared.”

Kittrell has almost 1,000 friends on Facebook and over 400 followers on Twitter. “Dooley rumor in perspective,” her opinion piece on former UT head coach Dooley and the effects coaching had on his family life has received over 6,000 likes on Facebook.

Every morning, Lauren wakes up, she scrolls through her Twitter feed to catch up on world and local news. She then moves to Facebook to connect with friends and family.

Digital and social media has surpassed the efficiency of most print media. Kittrell, like others, are preparing for the next step in the right direction with her digital footprint.

Social media have became more than just a hobby to Kittrell; they are her future in journalism.

A sample of her social profile
From Pinterest boards to Twitter

Written by Emily Delanzo

Digital footprint, professional brand
Curation is the golden word for new graduate Lauren Kittrell

Every morning, Lauren wakes up, she scrolls through her Twitter feed to catch up on world and local news. She then moves to Facebook to connect with friends and family.

Digital and social media has surpassed the efficiency of most print media. Kittrell, like others, are preparing for the next step in the right direction with her digital footprint.

Social media have became more than just a hobby to Kittrell; they are her future in journalism.

A sample of her social profile
From Pinterest boards to Twitter

 nueva tecnologías
early six hundred people squeeze into the lawn in front of Ayres Hall, creating a sea of orange ponchos and umbrellas, battling for space among camera equipment and news vans. It’s cold, raining, the temperature is falling and it’s barely 8 a.m. But they will not be deterred, and many started showing up well before sunrise. These are fans of the Today Show – students, faculty and Knoxvillians – and they’re here to see Kathie Lee Gifford and Hoda Kotb.

On Oct. 1, 2012, NBC visited the University of Tennessee to broadcast its fourth hour of the Today Show: a program called "Kathie Lee and Hoda Go Back to College." The show visited briefly a week before, when the University of Tennessee made it to the semi-finals in a contest to see which university would get to host Kathie Lee and Hoda. UT beat five other universities across the country, showing the most school spirit during that preliminary visit and scoring nearly 150,000 votes, landing national airtime on NBC. One College of Communication and Information student got a chance to be an integral part of the broadcast. Trey Pence (JEM, 2013) secured a job as an intern after being recommended by a fellow student and a producer at the UT video and photography center. He was heavily involved in preparing and executing the Monday morning broadcast.

5:00 a.m. “I meet for my call time. While I was tired, I made sure not to be late. In the production industry, being prompt for call times is extremely important,” says Pence. The meeting involved a lot of coffee and briefing on the show’s pre-broadcast responsibilities.

6:30 a.m. “I start helping around the set, as well as in the production office. Working as an intern, you assist everyone," says Pence. “I was getting pulled in several different directions, but I found it very exciting. Once there was a lull on set, I drove the tour bus driver of Kip Moore’s band to his hotel. Because of that, I got to meet the band, which was great!”

8:00 a.m. “Tons of fans had started to show up at this point, and things were getting quite busy,” he says. He was moving back and forth from The Hill to the Hilton downtown, where the show’s producers were set up, lugging props and collecting them for the impending broadcast.

9:00 a.m. Once everything was set up and ready for camera, Pence was tasked with passing out credentials. There were three different kinds of passes: staff, guest and fan. Staff passes were for the producers, set crew and interns like Pence. Guest passes went to extras in the show such as cheerleaders and

5:00 a.m. “I meet for my call time. While I was tired, I made sure not to be late. In the production industry, being prompt for call times is extremely important,” says Pence. The meeting involved a lot of coffee and briefing on the show’s pre-broadcast responsibilities.

6:30 a.m. “I start helping around the set, as well as in the production office. Working as an intern, you assist everyone," says Pence. “I was getting pulled in several different directions, but I found it very exciting. Once there was a lull on set, I drove the tour bus driver of Kip Moore’s band to his hotel. Because of that, I got to meet the band, which was great!”

8:00 a.m. “Tons of fans had started to show up at this point, and things were getting quite busy,” he says. He was moving back and forth from The Hill to the Hilton downtown, where the show’s producers were set up, lugging props and collecting them for the impending broadcast.

9:00 a.m. Once everything was set up and ready for camera, Pence was tasked with passing out credentials. There were three different kinds of passes: staff, guest and fan. Staff passes were for the producers, set crew and interns like Pence. Guest passes went to extras in the show such as cheerleaders and
band members. Students who were lucky enough to be on lists given to Pence by the producers got fan passes. “Things got a little interesting when students and fans who weren’t on the list started bartering with me to get a fan pass!”

10:00 a.m. The show begins. Pence remembers feeling both excited and nervous hoping that everyone’s hard work would be realized as planned. “Every commercial break, I assisted with striking the set and redressing whatever was necessary for the next segment,” says Pence. “Luckily, everything went off without a hitch.”

11:00 a.m. “The show wraps and it’s time to strike the set. I also drove producers to and from the Hilton and returned props that weren’t used or on loan,” says Pence. He was also fed for his efforts by helping himself to some of the catered food provided by the show after the bulk of the work was done.

2:00 p.m. Having already put in a nine-hour day, Pence is complimented on his work and sent home. “I thanked my producers and constituents who I worked with for the weekend and then headed out to obtain some much-needed sleep.”
A Night in the Life of Jesse Smithey
This prolific sportswriter has smart phone, will Tweet.

Story and Photos by Heath Dunkel

The air is crisp on this fall Friday night, and hundreds of football fans fill the stadium as the Admirals of Farragut High School host the Bulldogs of Bearden High. As the players take the field the crowd stands and a soft “Ahhhhhh” begins building among the crowd. The rumble grows louder, as the kicker slowly makes his way to the football. The ball is then thrust into the air and like kids releasing their breath at the end of a tunnel the crowd exhales, “Oooooooookay.”

Sitting in the press box with a computer, a pencil in his left hand, and over 6,000 Twitter followers eagerly awaiting score updates, Prep Xtra Editor Jesse Smithey (CS, 2002) begins another night of work.

Smithey’s @prepxtra Twitter updates begin as Farragut draws first blood with a touchdown in the first quarter. Smithey finishes his first update and begins to retweet scores from Tennessee high school football games. Fans follow Smithey in order to get score updates when they are not able to go to the games themselves.

While continuing to update his Twitter feed, Smithey also keeps track of statistics on his notepad to help him write his story later in the night that will be in Saturday morning’s paper.

“I usually add up my stats as I go, and at halftime come up with a rough draft story and add to it from there,” says Smithey. Farragut scores another touchdown and Smithey’s Twitter feed lights up again. “There are a lot of times when I am forming things in my head. What I want to do, where I want to insert quotes, and where I want to go with the story,” says Smithey.

Smithey closes the computer to focus on stats and Twitter updates on his smartphone. “Every fall my Twitter followers will spike. Every Friday night I will get more and more,” says Smithey. “There are almost 6,000 followers on my Twitter page now and they are all basically there for football scores.”

As the fourth quarter continues, Smithey types away at his
story, filling pieces as he goes. “Nothing in my story right now is going to change because I am just breaking down what has happened so far,” says Smity. “Now if Bearden had not scored on that drive I would have begun to write up a winning column for Farragut.”

After a Friday night that seemed to last a lifetime, Smity packs his computer in his bag, puts his phone along with his 6,000 Twitter followers in his pocket, and exits the stadium. As he walks to his car he turns and says, “This is why I don’t go to sleep until 2 a.m., because I’m still running on Friday night football adrenaline.”

As the game concludes, Smity runs out of the press box fighting through the thick crowd of Farragut fans to do his post-game interviews with the coaches and players.

“Time to look over this thing one more time to make sure nothing’s crazy on here,” says Smity.

Smity then calls the News Sentinel to let them know he is filing his story. As he speaks with the Layout Director of the Sports Department, John Battle, he finds that no one was in the office to update the scores and standings from each district. He must now put these into the system and still try to make his midnight deadline.

“I made it by like eight minutes,” says Smity as he successfully updates all the scores and standings into the Prep Xtra database.
Outside the Black Cultural Center (BCC), there’s always activity going on and with it, lots of energy inside, too. Today, it’s nearly 6 p.m., and the sun shines through the floor-to-ceiling windows at the multicultural center, students mill about as they wait for the lounge doors to open.

A student plays the piano in the common area, lightly tapping out a hymn while students enter the building. The pianist’s name is Xzavian Wrushen (TK), and he’s currently a University of Tennessee sophomore. Wrushen is gospel-trained, performs in a rhythm-and-blues band and studies jazz. He is this night’s opening act at the BCC’s Mahogany Soul Café.

An hour later, the lounge is packed with students. Taria Person (TK) and Maarifa Arnett (CS, 2015) greet the now-seated crowd at 7 p.m. sharp. As co-directors of the Mahogany Soul Café, Person and Arnett joke with the audience before laying down the only rule for the evening: “Respect the mic.” Accordingly, the audience encourages any performer who falters or seems nervous with the simple phrase, “Go on with ya bad self!”

For two years, BCC’s Mahogany Soul Café has been “the premier coffee house at UT,” open to the entire student body. Throughout fall and spring semesters, the last Tuesday of each month is an opportunity for students to express themselves creatively and passionately. While students who want to perform at the event register in advance, five to 10 spots are left open for those who wish to sign up for open mic.

Tonight, the sisters of Delta Sigma Theta host the themed event: “Can You Keep It Confidential?” But students are anything but private as they slam, sing and inspire attendees with their personal stories and creative performances. Performances include a variety of poetry, songs – both a cappella and instrumental – painting, monologues and anything with a message.

Wrushen, the night’s first performer, walks to the front of the crowd and pulls out his smartphone, announcing that he will be reading his spoken-word piece because he isn’t quite prepared to perform. The audience responds with a loud, “Go on with ya bad self!” Wrushen laughs, and his infectious smile indicates his increasing confidence. The night continues in this way.

It takes two hours for nearly 20 people to perform. Wrushen accompanies Laquesha Wilson (Political Science, 2015) as she sings a slow and soulful rendition of Amy Winehouse’s “Valerie.” Jilah Conner (Anthropology, 2016) reads a poem about her memories of childhood, full of nostalgia, truth and courage. Other students crack jokes on stage, and many perform original slam poetry.

Person, the student coordinator for the event as well as a traveling slam poet, says her main focus at the event is the opportunity for students to connect with one another. When she takes the stage herself, she removes her cap and her glasses and delivers an emotional performance about equality and the fight against ignorance. She receives a standing ovation, and when the applause quiets, her co-host Arnett tells the audience that Person is the “realest Person in the room.”

Arnett’s role is something of a sideman. Jumping in between performances, he supplies the audience with laughs. But he’s also an intense performer, and, when it’s his turn at the mic, he recites a poem from the perspective of an angry, young man. He calls it “The Reverend.” He explains he never does poems from his own perspective, and whether or not everyone can relate, his work gives the gathered group plenty to ponder.

Corey Hodge (Music, 2015), or “Legend” as he’s known on stage, says that the café is an exceptional experience because someone in the audience might benefit from hearing what’s being said. Legend’s performance, “Raindrops keep falling on my dreds,” incorporates song and poetry.

“I feel like I have a story. I want to leave a legacy. I want to leave an impression,” Legend says after the show. The sophomore says he dreams of becoming principal at Austin East High School in Knoxville, his alma mater. He cites the Mahogany Soul Café as the ideal stepping stone for such ambitions.
If you ask a stranger to describe what a scientist does, they'll likely mention lab coats, beakers and a room full of mysterious projects and wonders. While such imagery is certainly tangible, the scientific reality is likely less Hollywood and arguably more complex. Fortunately, the annual Alfred and Julia Hill Lecture Series allows the University of Tennessee community the opportunity to better understand scientific communication. The program, established in 1989, hosts outstanding science writers who share their thoughts about science, society and mass media. Past Hill Lecturers over the last twenty years include: M. Mitchell Waldrop, and Pulitzer Prize-winners Jon Franklin and John Noble Wilford.

Tom Hill (photo, right), former publisher of The Oak Ridger newspaper, and his sister, Mary Frances Hill Holton, launched the program in honor of their parents. Hill and Holton are also major benefactors of an endowment for JEM’s Chair of Excellence in Science Writing.

Hill credits Kelly Leiter, dean and professor emeritus of the College of Communication and Information, for conceptualizing the lecture series idea. “I knew Dr. Leiter had been raising money for setting up a lecture series at that time,” says Hill, who worked with Leiter at the Tennessee Press Association. “So I went to my sister and said, ‘Maybe we can do this for him since he is such a good friend.’ She agreed, and then we used part of the money from selling our newspaper to establish the chair and lecture series.”

Dr. Mark Littmann (JEM) was appointed the Chair of Excellence in Science, Technology and Medicine Writing, a position he still holds today. Littmann, who specializes in teaching science writing, invited John Noble Wilford (JEM, 1955) of The New York Times to speak at the series’ first event, “Science As Exploration.”

“Professor Littmann has been doing this for over two decades. I don’t know how he finds so many good speakers, which really is amazing to me,” says Hill.

Marlene Taylor (M.S., CCI, 2011) assists Littmann with the logistics of the event, which include brainstorming topics and contacting potential candidates. All previous Hill lectures are available in booklet form, with the date and speaker’s name on the front, and an article translated from the speech and background information on the speaker inside.

“People who don’t have time to come still have access to the lecture,” says Littmann. “They can also share with their friends or keep the booklet as a souvenir. And some professors may want to use them as teaching materials.”

However, the Hill Lecture series attracts more than just students and faculty. In fact, the event’s distinguished audience lends credence to the series’ value. “I’m not that much into science,” says the series namesake, Hill. “But I always feel happy to be an audience member there.”
On a Saturday afternoon in the fall of 2011, Marilyn Pontius (IS, 2012), branch manager of Hancock War Memorial Library in Hancock, Md. prepares for an online graduate class. At the same time, 500 miles southwest of Pontius, School of Information Sciences associate professor Bharat Mehra fights game day traffic for a parking spot behind the Communications Building so as to not be late for class. A swarm of up to 100,000 people, in this case college football fans, is ironic considering Pontius and Mehra’s subject matter: rural librarianship.

Since 2010, SIS offers a part-time distance education master’s program for librarians who work in Southern and Central Appalachia, a nine-state region with gaps in literacy and information technology. The Information Technology Rural Librarian master’s program (ITRL) graduated its first class in August 2012, and included Pontius and 15 other paraprofessionals from five states.

In October 2012, SIS was awarded a $478,258 grant for the continuation of ITRL. The initial funder of Phase 1 from 2010-2012, the Institute of Museum and Library Services, agreed to back the unique program for a second round – this time to fund full-tuition scholarships for 13 students beginning June 2013.

“‘They were quite impressed with where it was going but recognized that we wanted to go further,” says Mehra, principal investor of the project, whose research interests involve social justice issues in minority and underserved populations.

Mehra says he felt it important that ITRL students remain in their community libraries while participating in the program, so he worked with SIS faculty to create a set of synchronous online courses taught using web cameras and headphones.

The 42-credit program concentrates on two areas: information technology and rural librarianship, offering classes like database management systems, information retrieval, resources and services for children, and library management. “We are giving them tools to first better serve their communities, then helping them to be better advocates for their communities,” says SIS assistant professor and co-principal investor Vandana Singh. “We wanted to help them at whatever level they entered the program,” says Singh.

As branch manager, Pontius is responsible for all facets of the 2,000-square-foot library nestled by the Potomac River at the edge of the Appalachian Mountains, from circulation and reference to library programming. She supervises two assistants who help serve 4,000 patrons from Maryland and surrounding Pennsylvania and West Virginia. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, the population of Hancock is 1,545.

“When you say rural it indicates they are the same. They are not,” says Mehra. “There are nuances and contextual realities in those states, regions and communities.”

Hancock War Memorial Library’s four public computers are in constant use during the library’s 32-hour week, and Pontius says many patrons rely on the library’s free Internet service as their primary Internet access. Therefore, Pontius’ final project in IS586 Information Technologies proposed the addition of six wireless laptops for programs designed to provide basic computer training and job-seeking skills.

Mehra says that making a difference in these local communities and addressing barriers through ITRL helps meet the mission of SIS and the University. “It’s been emotionally stirring,” he says of the program’s outcome and future.

Pontius says that aside from gaining a deeper understanding of her community’s needs, the relationships she formed with other students despite the distance between them were an added bonus.

Evidence of this sentiment sits in Mehra’s office: a rocking chair made from different types of Tennessee wood. Last August, ITRL1 graduates gave Mehra the chair with a plaque: “Not only have you changed our lives, but the lives of all we serve in Southern Appalachia. Thank you from the 2010-2012 ITRL Scholars.”
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Brick House Chocolate Red Ale. If the unconventional combination of a darker-than-average, clean finishing red ale brewed with robust chocolate malt doesn’t immediately grab your attention, take a gander at the label. Before prying off the cap on any one of Fort Sanders Brewing Company’s six signature beers it is impossible to not stop and briefly gaze at the bottle. Branded with art designed by brewer and media specialist Patrick Lamb (ADV, 2006; pictured above, right), Fort Sanders Brewing Co. beers stand out from first glance to final sip.

Two or three times a month, on a dimly lit side porch in Bearden, Lamb gathers with old college friends Daine Wright (Earth and Planetary Sci, 2006) and Jonathan Bradley (Economics, 2006) to combine water, malted grain, yeast and hops into a five gallon batch of FSB beer. Despite the joking, drinking and persistently laid-back atmosphere, these three are serious about making and sharing their beer.

“We’ve entered five competitions and exhibitions and have taken three awards. We’re going to do our best to get into some bigger venues next year. We really want to get a booth at the Knoxville Brewfest in the summer and at Knoxville Brewers’ Jam in the fall,” says Lamb, who has brought extra attention to their efforts with his graphic design skills.

All three members of Fort Sanders Brewing Company received degrees from the University of Tennessee in different fields making them uniquely qualified to participate in a microbrewery startup. Wright is self-admittedly meticulous and science-minded, frequently toting a clipboard and detailed spreadsheet during the brewing process. His love for brewing is obvious in his encyclopedic knowledge of everything beer.

On the other hand, Bradley is more business-oriented with his sights set on progress. He is the first to admit, “That’s the dream: To one day own a brewery.” Though their monthly gatherings are far from board meetings, Bradley openly acknowledges the business potential within the FSB dynamic: a mind for science, a mind for business and Lamb.

Like the icing on a cake or a thick head on a tall pint of beer, Lamb garnishes the skeleton crew with the all-important brand.

“My experience at UT as an undergraduate in advertising helped teach me the importance of a strong, consistent message with a unified visual and creative approach,” says Lamb. “This knowledge not only helps visually set us apart from other home brewers, it also gives us a head start on getting our name and brand out in the public arena.”

What started as a hobby for three college students living in the Fort, is today a coveted monthly ritual and consistent source of aspiration.

“Short-term, we are refining our brewing techniques, and learning how to be more cost-efficient,” says Lamb. “We’re also working on our consistency and entering as many competitions as we can to get feedback. In the long-term, we hope to secure enough capital to purchase equipment and space in order to go fully commercial. Certainly we want to go pro. Anytime you can build an enjoyable hobby into a living, you should take it.”

A quest for the perfect brew, brand and business

What started as a hobby for three college students living in the Fort is now a coveted monthly ritual.

Written by Luke Cottam
Zaina Budayr (CS, 2012) looks every bit the part of a New York City fashionista. Her white and black-striped mini dress and pumps scream fabulous, and her long brown hair is piled on top of her head in a bun. You'd think this girl, at 5'9", might be a model, but Budayr has set her sights on creating trends in a different way.

It started in 2011 when Budayr was Googling Nashville Fashion Week. When Knoxville Fashion Week appeared in the search, she was shocked, she had never heard of it. She sent a message through the ‘interested’ tab and soon got in touch with Jaime Hemsley, the president of Gage Talent, Inc. Hemsley had been visiting cities around the United States to see how fashion week was done in smaller markets and was looking for help to put together Knoxville’s first-ever fashion week. Budayr signed on as an intern.

Since graduating from UT, she has served as Creative Director for Belleza Hair Salon and Spa and Model Coordinator for Knoxville Fashion Week, as well as freelanced as a fashion photographer and fashion blogger. Budayr’s calling is certainly fashion, and she’s carefully styling her way towards big ventures in the Big Apple.

Budayr says Fashion Week was mostly about networking and finding different types of area talent. “We did three or four model searches and really pulled all the designers in the area we could find because we really wanted it to be about Knoxville, the city of Knoxville, and the talent that we have here that maybe people aren’t aware of,” says Budayr.

The fashion week team had a model call with the designers where they picked their model, and Gage Talent held classes for the models to practice runway walking. When it was show time, Budayr’s position was backstage coordinating, making sure all the models knew what they were doing and that they had an outfit. After putting in hours of hard work, Budayr was promoted from unpaid intern to Model Coordinator for the second Knoxville Fashion Week, held Aug. 15, 2012. The third event was May 1-4, and next year is slated to be February 26 - March 1, 2014.

During the first planning process, Budayr helped to bring Belleza into fashion week to do all the hair and makeup for the runway. Nowadays, she works as creative director, designing ads, coupons and anything that the company needs to reach its customer base visually. In her free time, she shoots high fashion photography and works on her blog, which showcases her different projects and provides styling tips. Budayr believes putting her work and her interests out there will open up opportunities into the world of fashion. She’s currently building her portfolio, and she hopes to go on to New York to become a casting director for a higher brand.

“I really, really love working with the talent,” says Budayr. “The adrenaline at an actual runway show instead of just working for a retail company at a desk. I really like the craziness of it.”

For more event information: http://knoxvillefashionweek.com.

Written by Maggie Sharbel
1971
John Williams is CEO of The Regional Eye Center in Kingsport, TN. He has been appointed by Kingsport Board of Mayor and Alderman as the first Chairman of the city’s new Kingsport Higher Education Commission.

1978
Susan De Bonis was part of the Georgia Southern team awarded an Emmy at the Southeast Emmy Awards ceremony, June 9, 2012. The award was for the “Inside Georgia Southern Football with Jeff Monken” episode at the Georgia Southern vs. Alabama game in November 2011. She also received a Masters from UT in 1986.

1979

1980
Nancy Kay Thomopoulos Williams is the Spectocor Human Resources Officer in Dallas, Texas.

1981
Karen Pruitt is now Vice President – Business Documentation for Bank of America.

1982
Regina Vincent Clark is now Assistant Professor of the Educational Enhancement Department for American University of Antigua (West Indies).

1984
Alison Winston is Corporate Events Convention Manager for Southern California Corporate Events and Meetings.

1985
Toni Lupino Pettigrew is a Sales Associate with Southern Spirit Gallery.

1986
Richard Baxter is the Dean of the College of Arts at Columbus State University.

1989
Sabrina Hopkins-Kronk received her MLAS from Vanderbilt University in 2009. In May 2012 she joined Vanderbilt University’s Provost’s Office of Finance and Administration as Administrative Manager of Academic Affairs.

1992
Anne de Vega (M.S. / C&I) has been promoted to Vice President of On-Air Promotion for the CBS Television Network.

1995
Lisa Ahlstedt is a Librarian for Southeast Kentucky Community and Technical College.

1996
Mark Paxton (Ph.D. / C&I) is a Professor at Missouri State University. Greenwood Press, part of ABC-CLIO, published his second book, “Media Perspectives on Evolution and Intelligent Design”, in January 2013.

1996
Tammy Browning Brooks is a Hospice Representative for Caris Healthcare in Tennessee.
Curtis Hayes is Director and Public Relations Team Leader for North Carolina Farm Bureau. Hayes has been with the organization for 11 years.

Mark Nagi is now the Community Relations Officer with the Tennessee Department of Transportation.

Bonnie Riechert (Ph.D./C&I) is Chair of the new Department of Public Relations for Belmont University.

2001
Jeff Williams is an Associate Attorney with Shuttleworth Williams, PLLC in their Nashville, TN office.

2002
Jamak Jamshidi Clifton (M.S./IS) is the Senior Veterans Claims Examiner with the Veterans Benefits Administration in Georgia.

2004
Ashley Jenkins is the Partnership Development Sales coordinator for The Biltmore Company.

Melissa Turner Wagner won the Country Music Association Small Market Personality of the Year Award for 2012.

2007
Kate Spears is currently pursuing a career as a social media strategist, serving freelance clients around the southeast. She creates and implements social media strategies to help organizations, businesses and individuals grow their brands and reach their goals and objectives.

Wayne Begarly accepted a position as director at WKRN-TV in Nashville, TN.

Paul Whitehead has been accepted into the doctoral program in the University of Pittsburgh’s Department of Sports Medicine and Nutrition. He will receive his PhD in Rehabilitation Science.

2008
Kristen Eddleman Steele is the Online Communications Manager for Trevecca Nazarene University.

Seth Thurman is employed by TTC Hartsville as a Recruiter.

2010
Debra Capponi is the Librarian and Branch Manager for Prince George’s County Memorial Library System in Maryland.

Jeanne Boone is the Coordinator of Member Services and Events for the Newspaper Association of America.

2011
Sarah Campbell accepted a position with Mountain States Health Alliance as a Staffing Analyst.
The faculty of the University of Tennessee College of Communication and Information (CCI) provide world-class education, research, and innovative programming of the highest quality. Thanks to the generosity of alumni, friends and supporters like you, we are able to meet the challenges associated with preparing students to become successful communication and information professionals in an ever-changing global society.

During fiscal year 2012 your investment provided additional resources for student scholarships, faculty support, visiting professionals, experiential learning, and diversity initiatives. Your private gifts have also led to much needed improvements in the College’s facilities including our state-of-the-art Converged Newsroom and Video Editing Suites.

We realize that you have a variety of philanthropic options, and we are very grateful to you for deciding to generously support your alma mater! Thank you for continuing to invest in CCI and the next generation of communication and information leaders! We promise to be good stewards of your gifts as we continue to build a cutting edge college of communication and information.

The following list recognizes those donors whose annual contributions were received and processed by the University of Tennessee or the UT Foundation during fiscal year 2012 (i.e., July 1, 2011 through June 30, 2012).

Although every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of our donor records, the list may contain errors or omissions. Please assist us in making our records accurate by contacting us with any corrections, suggestions or questions (Karen Robinette, Annual Giving & Alumni Relations Coordinator, 865.974.0463; krobine2@utk.edu).

**CCI DONORS FY 2012**

**$50,000+**
Dr. John W. & Dr. Cynthia Haas

**$25,000-$49,999**
Dr. W. Lawrence & Mrs. Susan Patrick

**$10,000 - $24,999**
B. B. & T. Corporation
Mr. R. Edward & Mrs. Arezu G. Ingle
Mr. Alan D. & Mrs. Wendy Wilson

**$5,000 - $9,999**
4 MS Entertainment
American Society of News Editors
Aubrey’s, Inc.
Bijou Theatre Center
Mr. J. David & Mrs. Linda S. Bohan
Mr. Adam C. Brown
Mrs. Kay I. Dempsey
Fountainhead College of Technology Inc.
Mrs. Barbara Goddard Johnstone
K M R, Inc.
Mr. Stephen F. & Mrs. Nancy L. Land
Mr. Mark A. & Mrs. Janis V. McNeely
Mrs. Laura A. & Jeffrey R. Smith
Sweet P’s BBQ & Soul House
Target Corporation
The Commons at Knoxville
Mrs. Martha S. Wallen
Dr. Michael O. & Mrs. Alice R. Wirth
Mr. Benjamin J. & Mrs. Elizabeth B. Wood

**$2,500 - $4,499**
Bistro at the Bijou
CLUB XYZ
Hardee’s Licensee Association
Dr. Carol Tenopir & Dr. Gerald W. Lundeen
McKays Used Books and CDs
Mrs. Anne M. McKinney
Mrs. Wanda C. McMahan
Mr. Edward L. Patterson, Jr.
Pellissippi State Technical College
Ms. Kathryn Rouse
Mr. Michael L. & Mrs. Nina B. Strickland
Tea Garden Knox Inc.
Tennessee Theatre

**$1,000 - $2,499**
206, Inc.
A. C. Entertainment, Inc.
Dr. Neil D. Adamson
Aramark Corporation
Ms. Kimberly A. Askey
Mr. Thomas B. & Mrs. Diane Ballard
Mrs. Anne Holt & Mr. Kenneth E. Blackburn, II
Bliss Home
Blue Cross-Blue Shield of Tennessee
Ms. Nancy E. Boline
Ms. Joy G. Brandon
Mr. Sam M. Browder
Burgers, L. L. C.
Mrs. Constance P. Burnett
Mr. J. Alan Carmichael & Mrs. Cynthia Moxley
Mrs. Tiffany Utzman & Mr. Allen M. Carpenter
Clayton Family Foundation
Mrs. Bonnie C. Carroll & Mr. Roy Cooper
Mr. Frank S. & Mrs. Betsy Costa
Disc Exchange, Inc.
Douglas J. Institute, Inc.
Mr. Keith P. Downen
Dr. Karen Brown Dunlap
Educational Marketing Group
Mr. Edward “Trey” Fabacher
Fountain Printing & Publishing Inc.
Gannett National Shared Serv Ctr
Dr. Peter & Mrs. Vera Gross
Mr. W. Kenneth & Mrs. Diane Hamrick
Hill, LLC
Miss Sarah B. Holland
Home Federal Bank of Tennessee
Mrs. Karen C. Isaac
Mr. Larry A. Jones
Jostens, Inc.
Mr. Donald W. King & Dr. Jose M. Griffiths
Mrs. Gale B. Marrone
Mellow Mushroom UT
Dr. Barbara A. Moore
Mr. David R. & Mrs. Lisa S. Mould
Mrs. Hilda S. and Mr. Lee K. Murray
Mr. Jay S. Nations
Ms. Sandra W. Plant
Mr. Mark J. Presley
Mr. Biddanda P. Ponnappa
Regal Entertainment Group
Relix Variety
Salon Visage
Scripps Financial Service Center
Mr. Jim L. & Mrs. Gretchen E. Sexton
Mr. Steven E. & Mrs. Lisa Spiro
Mrs. Sylvia & Col. Harvey L. Sproul
Mr. Lelan A. & Mrs. Yolanda Statom
Mr. B. Dwayne Summar
Telos Alliance
Tennessee Association of Broadcasters

United States Beverage, LLC
Ms. Georgiana F. Vines
Well of Knoxville

$500 - $999
Ambition Tattoo
Aramark Charitable Fund
Barley’s Taproom Pizzeria
Mr. Michael K. & Mrs. Betty D. Bradley
Central Flats and Taps
Mr. Robert E. Conrad
Cool Visions, LLC
Defeat Duchenne, Inc.
Ms. Samantha N. Demange
Mr. Robert H. Denton
Mrs. Deborah & Mr. William H. Douglas
Fort Sanders Yacht Club
Mr. Dale C. Gentry
Mr. William B. Hawk
Dr. Mariea G. Hoy
Mr. Joseph M. Krueger
Latitude 35
Dr. Mark E. & Mrs. Peggy A. Littmann
Medic Regional Blood Center
Mrs. Cindy McConkey Cox
Mr. J. Ryan & Mrs. Erica McGee
Miami / Ft. Lauderdale Alumni Chapter
Mr. G. Frank Munger, II
Mr. J. Randall & Mrs. Glenda S. Neely
Mr. James W. & Mrs. Wandena A. Norvelle
Ms. Carol Poston
Regions Bank
Ms. Karen A. Simsen
Dr. William T. & Mrs. Margaret A. Snyder
Sunspot Inc
Tennessee Valley A & I Fair
Mr. Lewis V. Walker
Dr. Catherine Y. K. Westerman
William Randolph Hearst Fdn
Dr. Patricia E. Wirth
Mr. Steven L. & Mrs. Susan M. Wyatt

$250 - $499
Ms. Linda H. Andreae
Ms. Cathy G. Ackermann
Mrs. Gail C. & Mr. John G. Campbell
Mrs. Elena A. Cass
Mrs. Alice P. Chapman
Charles Tombras Advertising
College Poster Sale Company
Mr. Robert P. Donovan
EDR Knoxville Limited Partnership
Mr. Stephen J. Evans
First Baptist Church
Mr. James L. Fitzwater
Mr. L. D. Grieve
Mr. C. Zane Hagy
Mr. Ronald E. Harr
Mr. Robert J. Harriss
Mr. Thomas A. Hill
Mrs. Linda J. & Mr. Richard Higgins
Dr. Herbert H. Howard
International Biscuit Festival
Mr. Daniel R. Jacobson
Ms. Deborah L. Jones
Ms. Aleisha M. Julian
Ms. Jessie L. Krueger
Mrs. Barbara J. Laughon
Dr. Robert H. Lochte
Mr. Daniel R. Locke
Mr. David R. Logan, Jr
Mr. S. Paul Lyle, III
Maryville College
Mr. G. Michael Martin
Mr. Frank J. McCloskey
Mr. Todd T. McKinney
Mellow Mushroom
Dr. Pamela Osborne
Ms. Joan O’Steen
Mr. Richard D. Parrish Jr
Peace is Possible...Knoxville
Mr. Kevin P. Rankine
Mr. Mark S. Rinehart
Mr. James E. Roberts, III
Mr. Nick Salpas
Mr. Gregory M. Sherrill
Mrs. Megan V. & Mr. Thomas C. Smith
Tin Roof, LLC
United Residents Halls Council
Mr. Thomas Russell & Mrs. Paula D. Wood
Ms. Carolyn Worley

$100 - $249
Mr. Larry S. Aldridge
Aramark-UT Dining Services

Mrs. Deborah T. Arnold
Lisa F. Ashe
Mr. Victor H. Ashe II
Ms. Lisa Baker
Dr. Richard L. Baxter
Ms. Laura Braden
Dr. Dorothy A. Bowles
Mrs. Lucinda Coulter-Burbach
Dr. Robert R. Burkhardt
Capt. Jay S. Burns
Cairo Café
Mrs. Cathy G. Carломagno
Mr. Christopher A. & Mrs. Brigid M. Carpenter
Mr. Miles A. & Mrs. Sherri A. Cathey
Ms. Susan A. Chapman
Committee to Elect Joe Hultquist Mayor
Mr. Michael J. & Mrs. Suzanne R. Costa
Mr. Brian A. Courtney
Dr. James A. & Mrs. Diane Crook
Mrs. Linda S. Crump
Ms. Sarah B. Demers
Mr. Joseph W. Dickey
Mr. Richard T. Dodson
Ms. Margaret M. Driscoll
Ms. Chris Durden
Mr. R. Zachary Ellis
Mr. Henry R. & Mrs. Ginger Evans
Mr. Steven R. Ewald
Dr. Gideon W. Fryer
Mr. Lawson A. Fox
Mr. Robert W. Fox
Mrs. Lisa B. & Mr. Jeffrey D. Gary
Mr. Roger K. Gray
Mr. James E. & Mrs. Martha M. Gill
Mrs. Sharon K. Good
Mr. Timothy A. & Mrs. Catherine A. Gorman
Maj. David K. & Mrs. Ann R. Gorwitz
Mrs. Marsha G. Grieve
Ms. Deborah H. Hackney
Ms. Joan Harp
Mr. Philip K. III & Mrs. Patricia L. Harvey
Mr. John M. Hasek
Mr. Norris C. Jr. & Mrs. Margaret A. Hendrix
Ms. Carol C. Hewlett
Mrs. Kathryn M. Holt
Dr. Thomas B. Horton
Mrs. Lori C. Howard
Dr. Kevin P. & Mrs. Lisa A. Hoyt
Mr. Brad D. Hubbard
Dr. Charles I. & Mrs. Sandra J. Huddleston
Ms. Myra H. Ireland
John Rosson for City Judge
Dr. Carolyn E. Johnson
Mrs. Jennifer A. Johnston
Dr. Marilou M. Johnson
Ms. Melissa A. Johnson
Mrs. Belinda J. Kenney
Mr. Les Kertay
Dr. Larry C. & Mrs. Patricia M. Kilgore
Mr. Michael H. & Mrs. Michelle J. Keith
Mr. William G. Kimbrel
Knoxville Utilities Board
Mr. T. Andy Knott
Dr. Rose M. Kundanis
Mr. Michael B. Lawley
Leaf and Ale
Ms. Sandra Leftwich
Mr. Charles S. & Mrs. Elizabeth J. Lewis
Mr. Gary V. Loie
Mr. David E. Long
Ms. Melissa M. Longino
Ms. Songqian Lu
Luminoth
Mr. William B. Maddox
Madeline Rogero for Mayor
Mark Padgett for Mayor
Ms. Candace M. McCampbell
Mr. Joseph P. & Mrs. Lynda P. McConnell
Mr. John H. & Mrs. Colene S. McCord
Ms. Amy McCormick
Mr. Jim McManus
Ms. Melinda Meador
Mr. Steven D. Mears
Mr. Patrick F. & Mrs. Nora D. Messing
Mr. Scott M. Moore
Mr. Harry Moskos
Mr. Moussa Mustapha
Mrs. Elizabeth L. Mylander
Mrs. Shirley H. Mynatt
Ms. Frances H. Nides
Mrs. Pamela O’Connor
Dr. Cornelia C. Otnes
Ms. Ann M. Overton
Mr. William S. Owen
Mr. John R. Padgett
Dr. Paul F. Parsons
Dr. Oscar Patterson, III
Miss Jacqueline A. Pillers
Alan T. Pitner
Mr. William G. Pollard, III
Ms. J. Phenise Poole
Raven Records
Mrs. Freddie A. Ray
Mr. James E. Rayburn
Dr. Martin H. Redish
Mrs. Daren A. Redman
Mr. Rex L. Repass
Mrs. Mary E. & Mr. Stephen B. Richardson
Mrs. Lauren Rider
Mr. Chako Robinson
Mr. Richard A. Rollins
Mr. Stephen B. Richardson
Mr. William S. & Mrs. Elisabeth Rukeyser
Ms. Stephani J. Ryan
Ms. Tracy E. Sabo
Mrs. Ellen D. & Mr. J. F. Saunders, Jr.
Mr. Jonathan E. Schmitt
Mrs. Katherine Leigh Scoggins
Ms. Nancy S. & Mr. Gregory R. Signer
Mr. Gerald J. Sington
Mrs. Lisa H. & Dr. Stephen G. Skinner
Skytown Riot
Mrs. Deborah K. Smith
Ms. Kathryn Smith
Mr. Robert S. Street
Mrs. Gloria C. Stewart
Mr. Jack W. Stiles, Jr
Ms. Barbara C. Suttles
Mrs. Kelly Terceira
Mr. Lanny C. Thomas
Mr. Seth H. Thurman
Mr. Russell S. Torbett
Mrs. Ashley A. Nimmo-Turner
Mr. Clement B. Turner
Mr. Roy Vaughn
Honorable Gary R. & Mrs. Sandra S. Wade
Mr. Matt Ward
Ms. Adrienne Y. Welch
Dr. Cindy C. Welch
Mrs. Lisa P. Wheeler
Ms. Julie M. Wichlinski
Mr. John N. Wilford, Jr.
Mrs. Nancy K. Thomopoulos-Williams
Honorable Dale C. & Mrs. Linda R. Workman
Mr. Andrew G. Wright
Ye Olde Leaf and Ale
Ms. Lisa S. Zolly

$1 - $99
Mr. William F. Abrams
Mrs. Whitney S. Adkins
Mrs. Brittany G. Allen
Ms. Jessica M. Allen
Mr. Keith E. Antal, Jr
Dr. Stephen V. & Mrs. Jean C. Ash
Mrs. Lisa D. August
Mrs. Jacqueline S. & Mr. James B. Ball
Ms. Maryke Barber
Ms. Kelli L. Barksdale
Ms. Caroline M. Barnett
Ms. Mary K. Barranco
Mr. Chris H. & Mrs. Connie Baxter
Rev. Coy J. Bays
Ms. Laura E. Beach
Mr. Frank Beacham
Ms. Heather M. Beamon
Mr. Stephen C. Beckmann
Mr. Jonathan Beckner
Ms. Corinne Bell
Mr. Richard C. Bess
Mr. Peter E. & Mrs. Janice L. Bishop
Ms. Ashley M. Blamey
Ms. Patrice F. Blanchard
Mrs. Ann E. & Mr. Jerry L. Bodie
Ms. Erica K. Boozer
Ms. Cindra E. Boring
Ms. Leah A. Bouton
Mr. Harry J. & Mrs. Linda A. Bowers
Mrs. Jessie M. Bowers
Mrs. Barbara W. & Mr. Delmas C. Brake
Mr. Michael J. & Mrs. K. Bridges
Ms. Darlene Brock
Mrs. Carol Brown
Mr. Thomas F. Brown
Ms. Laura A. Bryant
Mr. Gilbert W. Burgess
Miss Nancy J. Butkovich
Mr. Troy A. & Mrs. Mary E. Cales
Mrs. Erin L. Campbell
Ms. Lauren Campbell
Ms. Judy Card
Ms. Jennifer R. Carnes

Ms. Debra L. Carroll
Mr. David B. Carter
Mr. Louis J. Casinelli
Mr. Thomas I. Chambers
Ms. Rebekah N. Chapman
Mr. Chris M. Christi
Dr. Constance M. Cole
Mr. Thomas M. Cole
Miss Tiffani R. Conner
Ms. Jannah M. Cook
Mr. Dennis C. Cowen
Mr. James L. Craig, Jr.
Mr. David N. & Mrs. Eileen S. Crawford
Ms. Betsey B. Creekmore
Mr. James A. Crowley
Ms. Cynthia E. Cummins
Mrs. Kay Cunningham
Mrs. Tina L. Dasha
Mrs. Ashton C. Davis
Mr. Christopher Davis
Mr. Jeffrey W. & Mrs. Julie D. Davis
Mr. William H. Davis
Mr. Dennis D. Dexter
Mr. Rush Dickson
Mrs. Amber R. Dicus
Ms. Stephanie M. Dixon
Mr. Tyrone J. Dobson
Mrs. Marysue Dougherty
Mr. Scott Dougherty
Mrs. Wendy L. & Mr. Donald Drummer
Ms. Jeannine M. Dunn
Ms. Elenora E. Edwards
Mr. Kyle W. & Mrs. Stacy P. Eiselstein
Ms. Anna L. Elkins
Mrs. Valen B. Emmert
Ms. Veronica M. Encinas
Dr. Robert T. & Mrs. Susan C. Epling
Mr. T. Lane & Mrs. Rachel B. Estes
Miss Kathy M. Field
Mr. James M. Finn
Mr. Bradley T. Fisher
Mr. Peter E. & Mrs. Carolyn S. Flick
Mr. Michael R. Floyd
Mr. Russ H. & Mrs. Tracey L. Ford
Mr. Ross Fox
Ms. Kathleen French
Mr. Jerry T. Futrell
Ms. Anne R. Galloway
Mr. Arthur H. Gardner
Dr. Martin B. Garrison
Ms. Delores A. Gibson
Ms. Betty C. Gillette
Mrs. Janet S. Gore
Mrs. Hunter Q. Gresham
Mr. Eric & Mrs. Tyra Haag
Mr. Brent Harkins
Dr. Mark D. Harmon
Mr. Chester T. Harris, III
Ms. Cynthia L. Harrison
Mrs. Kelly L. Hawkins
Mr. Barrett G. Henderson
Dr. Volker R. Henning
Ms. Ashley K. Hesseldahl
Ms. Christy R. Hickman
Ms. Talyr Hill
Mrs. Brenda B. Hitchcock
Mr. Grady T. Hobbs
Ms. Stephanie Hoey
Mrs. Marilyn A. Hosker
Mrs. Rebecca M. Huckaby
Mrs. Cynthia Hughes
Ms. Kristina M. Ilgner
Ms. Victoria L. Innis
Mr. Erik W. Izo
Mr. Roger K. Jamerson
Jensen Company, Inc.
Mrs. Angela B. & Mr. Blake Johnson
Mr. Charles B. Johnson
Mrs. Lorri C. Johnson
Mr. Joseph W. & Mrs. Lorrie A. Johnson
Ms. Lynda W. Johnson
Ms. Ashley N. Jones
Mr. Fred A. Jones
Mr. Samuel E. Jones
Mr. Derek A. Jordan
Ms. Janet F. Jorges
Mr. Justin N. Judson
Mrs. LeeAnn B. Kampfer
Mr. Brandon Kane
Ms. Paula Keefe
Mr. Michael L. Keith
Mr. Michael E. Kelley
Ms. Paisleigh Kelley
Mr. James B. Kennedy
Mr. Thomas D. Kennedy
Mrs. Chastity L. Kessler

Mr. Thomas Kinser
Mr. Daniel T. Kock
KVBPR (Katcher Vaughn & Bailey Public Relations)
Mr. Michael E. Lail
Dr. Michael J. & Mrs. Leonora D. Laney
Mr. David H. & Mrs. Susan S. Lauver
Ms. Jennifer M. Lea
Dr. Shu-Yueh Lee
Mr. Donald K. & Mrs. Sara W. Lemonds
Mr. Richard F. & Mrs. Mary J. Locker
Mr. Robert L. Logan
Ms. Karen Logeman
Mrs. Cynthia R. Lundy
Mr. Charles E. Loveday
Ms. Mary B. Lynch
Ms. Katherine Mahaffey
Mr. Thomas & Mrs. Sarah T. Makepeace
Mrs. Katey Marina
Mr. Thomas L. & Mrs. Marsha W. Marsh
Mr. Dennis W. & Mrs. Doris R. Matheson
Ms. Cynthia N. Mastro
Ms. Erin B. McElwee
Mrs. Melissa J. McIntire
Ms. Elizabeth L. McPherson
Mr. Edward J. McQuail, III
Ms. Lindsay A. McSween
Ms. Janet D. Miles
Mr. Kenneth A. Millwood
Miss Judith A. Mizell
Mr. Alex G. Mohler
Mrs. Staci A. Monroe
Mr. Mark M. Moore
Mrs. Wilma K. Myers
Mr. Robert D. Mynatt
Ms. Kathryn H. Napier
Ms. Catherine A. Nathan
Mr. Brian J. New
Ms. Monica D. Newman
Mrs. Linda H. Nicodemus
Mr. Scott Norris
Mr. Curtis H. Nugent
Mrs. Anne K. Opachick
Mr. Kerry D. & Mrs. Linda K. O'Reilly
Mr. John D. & Mrs. Erica D. Painter
Mrs. Karin R. Papenhausen
Mr. Jack A. & Mrs. Dana K. Parker
Ms. Christina L. Pearce
Mrs. Jennifer Penner